
PROJECT :-ENVI SALON & SPA 
LOCATION:- VIVA CITYMALL , THANE (MUMBAI) 
DESIGNER :- ANUBHAVI JAIN-THE BLUE LANE 



DESIGN STAGE  1 -  CONCEPT

                                        

Diffused lighting and mystical ambience through a thematic fusion of various yellow and 
white lights is practiced here.  

The furnitures are inspired by the protruding flaps which are the focal elements of the salon. 

Provision is made to communicate about the brand, its services, products and the services on 
offer at the reception and opposite to it with strong lighting and attractive displays & 
television. 

Beauty is all about unveiling defidence a form of cladding layers of confidence.Defidence comes with  
lack of beauty & it is a beauty salon’s duty to draft the confidence.The true beauty of a person is  
reflected in his soul, it is the caring that he lovingly gives, the passion that he shows  and it grows  
with passing years, & so i have used “OVERLAPPING” as my concept. 

The layout is such that a particular service should enable to sell another service very easily, thus 
enhancing business options and being at the beck-and-call of high- end clientele. Open layout format for 
hair care and then a slightly more private area for nails and foot care, where as complete privacy for the 
bridal & spa activities. 

Color scheme of the salon runs from black to the lower hue of grey as we move from left to right of the 
premises with a pinch of “hot pink” which is their brand color. Whereas the Spa has a very earthly brown 
textured scheme. 
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